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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As customers transform or consolidate their data centers, virtualization is a key element of cost
effectiveness. But it doesn’t end there. Availability, scalability, and recoverability of the virtual
infrastructure also are critically important. This document showcases the simplicity of architecting a
robust infrastructure with Microsoft® Windows® Server 2008 R2 Hyper-V™ in a virtual environment with
NetApp® storage, to provide the ability to maintain HA for both the computing and storage resources
between the primary and secondary sites and complete disaster recovery in the event of the loss of a
whole site. This infrastructure also offers the ability to dynamically move an environment’s complete
operation between the primary and secondary sites to minimize disruption during scheduled
maintenance events.
This document also describes various failure scenarios showcasing the value of deploying Windows
Server 2008 R2, Hyper-V live migration, and NetApp MetroCluster to recover from these failures. Each
failure scenario simulates real-world operational failures and real disasters. The expected outcome and
actual results are described in terms of MetroCluster product operation and the resulting behavior of
Hyper-V servers and virtual machines (VMs).
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INTRODUCTION

Many businesses are interested in virtualization technology, and many often look for cost-effective ways to
add newer and richer applications to meet their ever-growing business needs. Server virtualization
addresses many issues associated with managing IT resources and provides the platforms required for
these richer applications. Microsoft Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V, the next-generation hypervisor-based
virtualization technology, enables businesses to make efficient use of server hardware investments by
consolidating multiple server roles as independent virtual machines running on a single physical machine,
thus fully leveraging the power of x64 computing.
Today, IT organizations’ major challenges can be summarized in three major areas of business: (1) server
consolidation, (2) business continuity and disaster recovery, and (3) testing and development. Typically, all
three areas revolve around one primary business case and its efficiency. Achieving efficiency in asset
management and resource utilization is one of the major reasons why IT organizations look into
virtualization. This design guide discusses the three major business areas in a Microsoft Windows Server
2008 Hyper-V on NetApp MetroCluster environment and provides a view of Microsoft and Hyper-V
components to construct such a system. Some key benefits of the overall solution are:
•

Reduced capital expenditure, complexity, and risk and increased utilization
Implementing and maintaining an application service platform can mean investing in infrastructure in
server hardware, storage, network, and so on. Microsoft Hyper-V virtualization can unlock the full power
of server virtualization by running multiple platforms on a single physical server. This can provide a
cost-effective solution and quicker ROI compared to deployments without virtualization.

•

Advanced NetApp unified, efficient storage solutions
Shared storage systems are needed to implement and maintain virtualization systems hosting multiple
applications and services. NetApp’s unified storage architecture can provide a single, less complex, and
efficient storage solution to deploy Microsoft Hyper-V using both FC and iSCSI, hence providing a costeffective storage solution. Also, by leveraging NetApp storage efficiency and intelligent caching
capabilities, customers can save significantly on their storage investment without negative trade-offs.

•

High availability
Microsoft Hyper-V on a Windows Failover Cluster (WFC) can provide high availability (HA) for Microsoft
applications without needing clustering at the virtual machine level. With Microsoft live migration, the
VMs are no longer tied to the underlying server hardware and can be moved across nodes at any time.
Microsoft WFC can provide server hardware fault tolerance for every VM and offers a high level of
availability. NetApp MetroCluster further enhances the solution by providing multisite HA and DR
(disaster recovery) capabilities with built-in controls to mitigate availability threats caused by component
failures, resulting in a resilient and highly available storage infrastructure.

•

Advanced data protection solutions
NetApp SnapDrive® for Windows and the NetApp SnapManager® suite for Microsoft applications
provide application-consistent data backup and recovery capabilities in addition to tight integration with
NetApp SnapMirror® to replicate snapshot data to the DR site.
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KEY HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS ARCHITECTURE

2.1

BUSINESS CHALLENGES

Enterprise customers are challenged to provide continuous availability of business data while striving to
achieve greater levels of cost savings and reduced complexity. Data center infrastructure is moving towards
virtualization. As a result, enterprise customers place a high priority on architecting cost-effective, robust
high-availability infrastructure solutions for virtual data center environments. The business benefits
highlighted in this solution guide for a virtual data center environment built around Microsoft Hyper-V and
NetApp Fabric MetroCluster include:
•

Boosts operational resilience and efficiency; allows zero or near-zero recovery point objectives (RPOs)

•

Provides a highly available storage and server infrastructure

•

Increases business agility to manage growth and support changing business needs, in particular,
service-level agreements around business continuity and disaster recovery

•

Reduces cost, complexity, and risk

•

Increases utilization of existing and new assets

•

Increases economies of scale

•

Increases storage efficiency

•

Reduces power footprint

2.2

TECHNICAL BENEFITS

In addition to the business benefits explained in Section 2.1, the solution discussed in this paper provides
several technical benefits:
•

Allows users to replicate data synchronously (in real time using MetroCluster SyncMirror®) to
geographically dispersed sites or asynchronously (near real time using NetApp SnapMirror) to a remote
site (greater than 100 KM), respectively

•

Provides site failover protection for Hyper-V virtual machines without interfering with local quick and live
migration functionality with a NetApp MetroCluster solution

•

Automates the movement and failover of virtual machines between sites in the event of a disaster and
the resync of disks

•

Efficient deduplication

•

Application-consistent backup and recovery using the NetApp SnapManager suite

•

Provides simplified failback of servers after a disaster occurs without the need to fully resync the data

•

Allows businesses to leverage the same replication and high-availability solution for both their Windows
and supported non-Windows Hyper-V virtualized operating systems, helping to simplify their data
protection environments
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ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTION

The solution showcases virtualizing Microsoft Enterprise Business Applications on Microsoft Hyper-V virtual
infrastructure and NetApp MetroCluster unified storage, achieving the objectives of the three major business
areas:
1. Server consolidation
2. Business continuity
3. Testing and development
Microsoft Hyper-V on Windows Failover Cluster with Cluster Shared Volumes (CSV), including quick
migration and live migration, was tested and demonstrated substantial increases in overall flexibility and
availability with NetApp MetroCluster. The MetroCluster solution was used to provide the storage subsystem
for the Microsoft Hyper-V–based VMs and their respective application data, synchronously replicated to the
secondary site separated by a 25 KM distance. SnapDrive for Windows, SnapManager for Exchange,
SnapManager for MOSS, and SnapManager for SQL Server® were used for application-consistent data
protection as part of this solution in the iSCSI environment. NetApp SnapMirror can be used to
asynchronously replicate the VM data and application data to a disaster recovery site, and can also be used
for testing and development for effective utilization of resources.
The Microsoft Enterprise Business Application workloads virtualized in the NetApp MetroCluster
environment are:
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007: 2,000 heavy users with 250MB mailbox per user and 0.33 IOPs per user
per second
®
Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007: 3,000 users with 500MB user quota

SQL Server 2008: 3,000 users, 3 databases using OLTP workload such as CRM (sales and marketing),
and so on.
Table 1) Microsoft application VM configuration.

Microsoft Application

Virtual Machine

Virtual CPU

Memory (GB)

Windows Active Directory

(2) Domain Controllers
(2) Mailbox Servers

2
2

2
8

Exchange Server 2007

(2) Exchange CAS Servers
(2) Hub Transport Servers
(2) SQL Servers
(2) Web Front-End Servers
(1) Index Server
(2) SQL Servers

1
1
4
2
4
4

1
1
8
4
4
4

SQL Server 2008
SharePoint Server 2007

The solution also includes IIS Web servers and test and development servers along with the following
management and monitoring tools:
•

Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager (SCVMM)

•

Microsoft System Center Operations Manager (SCOM)

•

NetApp Operations Manager

•

NetApp Protection Manager
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SOLUTION DESIGN

4.1

HIGH-LEVEL SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE

The architecture used in this solution involves a four-node Microsoft Hyper-V multisite Windows Failover
Cluster distributed evenly at Site A and Site B, respectively hosting the mixed Microsoft application workload
described in Section 3, with a total of 23 VMs hosted on a NetApp MetroCluster storage system. The VMs
containing operating systems, installed applications, databases, and logs are hosted on NetApp iSCSIbased storage.
The overall solution availability is achieved by using Microsoft Hyper-V live migration deployed on Windows
Failover Cluster with Cluster Shared Volumes and NetApp MetroCluster providing proximity site-level HA
and DR capabilities up to 100 KM distances. The long-distance DR capabilities can be achieved by using
NetApp SnapMirror to replicate SnapDrive/SnapManager-based application-consistent point-in-time NetApp
™
Snapshot backups to a DR site beyond 100 KM distances. Please consult with your local NetApp systems
engineer for architecting and designing SnapMirror with MetroCluster. The following diagram provides a
quick high-level overview of the overall solution.

Figure 1) High-level solution architecture diagram.
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4.2

SOLUTION HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

HARDWARE RESOURCES
The following hardware was used in this configuration validation.
Table 2) Hardware configuration.

Hardware Component

Minimum Revision

Primary Storage
(1) NetApp FAS3070 Controller MetroCluster

Data ONTAP® 7.3.1.1

(8) DS14MK4 300G FC Disk Enclosures

112 Disks (14 disks per shelf); 300GB/15KRPM/FC

Secondary Storage – FAS3070
(1) NetApp FAS Controller Single Controller

Data ONTAP 7.3.1.1

(4) DS14MK4 300G FC Disk Enclosures

56 Disks (14 disks per shelf); 300GB/15KRPM/FC

Networking
(4) Cisco 4948 Switches
SAN
(4) Brocade 200E Switches
Hyper-V Hosts
(4) Quad Core Xeon Processors per Host
(2) Dual-Port NICs
(1) Dual-Port HBA

SOFTWARE RESOURCES
The following software components were used in the configuration validation.
Table 3) Software resources.

Software Component

Minimum Revision

Primary Storage
Data ONTAP

7.3.1.1

NetApp MetroCluster (SyncMirror_local, cluster,
Cluster_remote)
iSCSI, FCP, FlexClone®, SnapMirror, SnapRestore®

NA

Secondary Storage
Data ONTAP
iSCSI, FCP, SnapMirror, SnapRestore, FlexClone
NetApp Management Software
NetApp Operations Manager
NetApp Protection Manager
NetApp SnapDrive
NetApp SnapManager for Exchange
NetApp SnapManager for SQL

7.3.1.1
NA
3.5
3.5
6.1
5.0
5.0

NetApp SnapManager for MOSS
Microsoft Hyper-V

2.0

Microsoft Windows Server

2008 R2

Microsoft Application Virtual Machine Operating System
Microsoft Windows Server
2003 SP2
Microsoft Applications
Microsoft Exchange Server
Microsoft SQL Server
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Software Component
Microsoft Office SharePoint Server

5

Minimum Revision
2007 SP2

SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE DETAILS

5.1

VIRTUAL MACHINE LAYOUT

The solution described in this guide uses a total of 23 VMs. This configuration simulates a real-world
customer environment with the supporting utility and test and dev servers in addition to the primary Microsoft
application servers.
Microsoft Application VMs
The Microsoft Application VMs were hosted on the 4-node multisite Windows failover cluster.
Microsoft Active Directory: Total of 2 VMs (2 Windows 2003 domain controllers)
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007: Total of 6 VMs (2 mailbox servers, 2 hub servers, and 2 CAS servers)
Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007: Total of 5 VMs (2 2008 SQL Servers, 2 Web Front-end, 1
Index)
Microsoft SQL Server 2008: Total of 2 VMs (2 2008 SQL Servers)
Testing and Development VMs
The virtual machines used for testing and development to showcase Rapid Virtual Machine provisioning
capability were hosted on a standalone Hyper-V server.
Microsoft Windows Server 2003: Total of 2 VMs
Utility VMs
The utility VMs were hosted on a standalone Hyper-V server.
(1) Microsoft SCOM, (1) Microsoft Exchange LoadGen Tool, (2) SharePoint Test Workstations, (1) NetApp
Operations Manager and Protection Manager, (1) Microsoft SCVMM

5.2

NETWORK LAYOUT

The network architecture deployed in this solution uses four Cisco 4948 switches distributed evenly across
Site A and Site B for resiliency.
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5.3

METROCLUSTER LAYOUT

Figure 2 shows the MetroCluster cabling and component layout.

Figure 2) High-level MetroCluster configuration layout.
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5.4

STORAGE ARCHITECTURE

NETAPP STORAGE AGGREGATE LAYOUT
Figure 3 shows the NetApp storage aggregate layout for hosting the different data components for every
VM. NetApp aggregates provide a large virtualized pool of storage capacity and disk IOPs to be used on
demand by all the VMs hosted in the aggregate.

Figure 3) NetApp storage aggregate layout.

The aggregate sizing is based on the storage requirements and best practices for all the applications to
meet the storage capacity, performance, and backup requirements of an assumed workload. When sizing
NetApp storage for your application environment, consult with your NetApp sales team about the exact
storage configuration.
Note: Separate aggregates are created on each controller for hosting the OS data for different VMs (VM C
drives, configuration files). Although this might not be necessary for a small configuration with few VMs, it
should be considered when the environment will scale to hundreds to thousands of VMs. When the root
volume is a FlexVol volume, more concise guidelines on recommended minimum size by platform are
available in Section 4, Understanding the Root Volume, of the Data ONTAP System Administration Guide.
Separate aggregates are created for Exchange Server and SharePoint Server in site A and SQL Server and
SharePoint are served from a single aggregate in site B. SharePoint data is spread across site A and site B
to balance the workload between the controllers and for even utilization across controllers on site A and site
B. The storage layout used in this solution is based on the best interest of the application best practices and
NetApp best practices (see below) for effective performance and efficient utilization.
The best practices from both NetApp and Microsoft provide guidelines for SQL Server applications to meet
the minimum IO requirements. See TR-3696: Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Relational Engine: Storage
Fundamentals for NetApp Storage Systems and Microsoft SQL Server Top Ten Best Practices. One key
performance enhancement for SQL Server is to assign most spindles available to the SQL Server instance.
The separation of the database and transaction log should be at the volume level as stated in the section
Storage Fundamentals in TR-3696. The use of NetApp’s MetroCluster allows the database and transaction
log to be available on the storage layer to provide recoverability for the SQL Server and SharePoint
systems. The SQL database and transaction log for the SharePoint environment can be placed in the same
aggregate as the other SQL databases. It is placed in its own aggregate in this reference architecture to
balance workload between two storage controllers.
Microsoft’s best practice is to place the transaction log and database files from the same storage group on
separate physical disks in a non-CCR configuration from a data reliability perspective. In smaller
environments, many customers will create two aggregates, and swap the database and transaction log
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location every other storage group. For example, in the first aggregate place the first storage group
databases and the second storage group transaction log stream, and in the second aggregate place the first
storage group transaction log stream and the second storage group databases. NetApp has smaller
configurations approved by the Microsoft Exchange Solution Reviewed Program (ESRP) that demonstrates
this technique. This reference architecture places the transaction logs and databases in the same aggregate
because the data is protected by RAID-DP®, frequent VSS backups, and block-level replication to a remote
site providing a faster RTO and near-zero RPO than CCR. Customers may choose to isolate the transaction
logs and database files on separate aggregates at the cost of a few additional physical disks.
Two hot spares are recommended per storage controller; however in smaller environments many customers
utilize only one hot spare per controller. For hot spare guidance see TR-3437: Storage Best Practices and
Resiliency Guide.
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NETAPP STORAGE VOLUME LAYOUT
The following figure shows the NetApp storage volume layout for hosting the different components for every
VM.
Note: All LUNs provisioned in this solution were thin provisioned.

Figure 4) NetApp storage volume layout.

Note: The application and Virtual Machine workloads are split evenly across the sites to ensure that both the
controllers on Site A and Site B are evenly utilized and the VMs and Application data are hosted in their
respective sites.
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MICROSOFT EXCHANGE SERVER STORAGE LAYOUT
Figure 5 shows the layout for different data components of Microsoft Exchange Server 2007. The database
and transaction log VHD files are hosted on separate aggregates.

Figure 5) Exchange Server storage layout.
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MICROSOFT OFFICE SHAREPOINT SERVER 2007 LAYOUT
Figure 6 shows the layout for different data components of Microsoft Office SharePoint Server. The
database and transaction log VHD files are hosted on separate aggregates.

Figure 6) Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 storage layout
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MICROSOFT SQL SERVER 2008 STORAGE LAYOUT
The following figure shows the layout for different data components of Microsoft SQL Server 2008. The
database and transaction log VHD files are hosted on separate aggregates.

Figure 7) Microsoft SQL Server 2008 storage layout

5.5

STORAGE SIZING

This section describes the storage sizing for this solution. Since these numbers may vary from environment
to environment, we recommend consulting a NetApp systems engineer for sizing customized
recommendations and guidelines based on your individual environment and storage capacity, performance,
high availability, data protection and retention requirements.
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007: The Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 workload in this architecture hosts
a total of 1500 mailbox users with heavy user profiles with a 250MB mailbox quota. The users are split
across two storage groups hosted on two mailbox servers. Each storage group hosts five databases hosted
on their respective aggregates for databases and a single aggregates hosting the Exchange server logs.
Each database hosts 150 mailbox users and each database require 40GB of disk space and total disk space
utilized for database is 367GB.
Microsoft SQL Server 2008: The SQL Server workload was divided into two databases simulating OLTP
workloads on two SQL Server instances. Each of the instance databases requires 700GB of disk space for
the database files (mdf) and 17.5GB for the transaction logs.
Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007: SharePoint Server 2007 deployment spans both Site A and Site
B with a total of two aggregates for Content, Config, SSP, Search, Index, and SSO databases. It also spans
two aggregates for transaction logs at their appropriate physical sites, supporting 3,000 users with 500MB of
storage quota per user and a total of 1.5TB of used disk space for databases.
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Microsoft Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V: A four-node Windows Failover Cluster on Cluster Shared
Volumes is deployed across Site A and Site B, with two cluster nodes and one active node per site. Both
sites host around 12 VMs per site on separate aggregates, with 600GB of disk space used on each site.
Note: These are requirements before considering NetApp deduplication and thin provisioning. The NetApp
deduplication and storage efficiency potential savings are discussed in Section 7: Storage Efficiency.

5.6

BACKUP AND RECOVERY ARCHITECTURE

HIGH-LEVEL BACKUP ARCHITECTURE
NetApp SnapDrive is used as a backup and recovery tool for the virtual environment. SnapDrive integrates
with SnapMirror to replicate the Snapshot copy data to the DR site. The following diagram shows the backup
workflow.

Figure 8) High-level backup architecture block diagram.

HYPER-V BACKUP WORKFLOW
1. SnapDrive invokes Hyper-V VSS snapshot for the hosted VM.
2. Microsoft Hyper-V writer prepares the VM for the VSS snapshot.
3. SnapDrive invokes NetApp Snapshot on the primary storage.
4. SnapDrive Invokes SnapMirror update to the secondary controller at the DR site.
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MICROSOFT EXCHANGE SERVER 2007
Backup Architecture Details
NetApp SnapManager for Exchange is used to back up the Microsoft Exchange Server hosted on the HyperV VMs to perform application-consistent backups. Full, individual database and single and multiple mailboxlevel recovery can be achieved using this process. The following figure shows the workflow of SnapManager
in a Hyper-V environment.

Figure 9) SnapManager workflow in a Hyper-V environment.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

SnapManager invokes a VSS snapshot call for the application.
The Microsoft application VSS writer prepares the application for a VSS snapshot.
SnapManager calls SnapDrive to create a Snapshot copy.
SnapDrive invokes a NetApp Snapshot copy at the primary storage.
SnapManager notifies SnapDrive for a SnapMirror update.
SnapDrive invokes a SnapMirror replication to the DR site.
SnapManager performs verification of the Snapshot copy.

Restore Architecture Details
NetApp SnapManager for Exchange backups support individual and multiple database-level backups.
Individual mailbox restores can be performed using the NetApp Single Mailbox Recovery tool.
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MICROSOFT SQL SERVER 2008
Backup Architecture Details
NetApp SnapManager for SQL Server is used to back up the Microsoft SQL Server 2008 databases. NetApp
SnapManager for SQL Server supports full and individual database-level recovery. The following figure
shows the workflow of SnapManager for SQL Server in a Hyper-V environment.

Figure 10) SnapManager for SQL server workflow in a Hyper-V environment.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

SnapManager invokes a VSS snapshot call for the application.
The Microsoft application VSS writer prepares the application for a VSS snapshot .
SnapManager calls SnapDrive to create a Snapshot copy.
SnapDrive invokes a NetApp Snapshot copy at the primary storage.
SnapManager notifies SnapDrive for a SnapMirror update.
SnapDrive invokes a SnapMirror replication to the DR site.
SnapManager performs verification of the Snapshot copy.

Restore Architecture Details
NetApp SnapManager for SQL Server supports individual and multiple database-level recovery.
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MICROSOFT OFFICE SHAREPOINT SERVER 2007
Backup Architecture Details
NetApp SnapManager for MOSS is used to back up the Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 data
(content database, configuration databases, Shared Service Provider (SSP) databases, Single Sign-On
(SSO) databases, and IIS metadata). The following figure shows the workflow of SnapManager for MOSS in
a Hyper-V environment.

Figure 11) Microsoft Office SharePoint backup workflow.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

SnapManager invokes a VSS snapshot call for the application.
The Microsoft application VSS writer prepares the application for a VSS snapshot.
SnapManager calls SnapDrive to create a Snapshot copy.
SnapDrive invokes a NetApp Snapshot copy of the primary storage.
SnapDrive snapshots the 12 hive index files and IIS metadata from the C drive.
SnapManager notifies SnapDrive for a SnapMirror update.
SnapDrive invokes a SnapMirror replication to the DR site.
SnapManager performs verification of the backup.

Restore Architecture Details
NetApp SnapManager for MOSS supports full and individual database-level recovery. Item-level recovery
can also be performed using SnapManager for MOSS.
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6
6.1

ARCHITECTURE SOLUTION VALIDATION
SERVER CONSOLIDATION

Server consolidation is an approach to achieve effective resource utilization of the server hardware. The
effort helps reduce the total number of physical servers used to run the given services. As a result the
infrastructure requirements for data center real estate and cooling are subsequently lowered, thereby
reducing the total cost of ownership (TCO) of maintaining the overall infrastructure.
The benefits of server consolidation are driven by implementing server virtualization technologies in which
the workloads and operating system instances from various servers are consolidated onto a single physical
server.
NETAPP STORAGE VALUE ADDITION
With the successful conversion of the physical hosts to virtual machines, the workloads of the physical
systems can be consolidated to a single or reduced number of hypervisor hosts. The next major challenge of
the consolidation process is to provision the amount of storage space required for the infrastructure. Though
server consolidation helps to share processor, memory, and network bandwidth resources, it is hard to
reduce disk space utilization because whatever was used in a physical server environment continues to be
used in a virtual infrastructure environment. However, NetApp storage systems offer a variety of tools and
software solutions that complement the virtual infrastructure deployment objective. Storage features such as
RAID-DP, deduplication, Snapshot, and flexible volumes/FlexClone volumes provide various capabilities to
virtual infrastructure deployments and help enhance overall storage efficiency. Software solutions such as
SnapMirror, MetroCluster, and SnapManager can be utilized for data protection tasks at the host and the
application layer.
NetApp RAID-DP is an advanced RAID technology that is provided as the default RAID level on all storage
systems. RAID-DP protects against the simultaneous loss of two drives in a single RAID group. It is very
economical to deploy. This level of resiliency and storage efficiency makes data residing on RAID-DP safer
than data residing on RAID 5 and more cost effective than RAID 10.
As a traditional practice, in a server deployment scenario the operating system’s drives are separated from
the application data drives. While consolidating the physical servers, a similar practice can be followed by
creating separate volumes with LUNs to hold the VHDs of the operating systems, and volumes with LUNs to
hold the application data VHDs of the corresponding virtual machine. In this way, it is possible to leverage
the deduplication feature offered by NetApp storage because it helps eliminate the many duplicate blocks
typically found in VMs hosting the same operating system image. This can result in space savings of more
than 50% on the volumes containing operating system VHDs and a considerable amount of savings on a
volume containing application data, depending on the degree of duplication that the data contains.
The NetApp SnapManager suite of products that is available for Microsoft applications such as Exchange,
SQL Server, SharePoint, and Hyper-V allows the user to create application-consistent data backups based
on NetApp Snapshot copies. The backed-up data can be used for restoration in the event of a system crash,
data loss, or accidental file deletions. Because the backups and restores are based on Snapshot copies, the
operations can be completed much faster than with traditional tape-based methods.
NetApp SnapMirror is a data replication utility that has the ability to mirror data sets across sites either
synchronously or asynchronously. The DR site need not be a standby site; instead, it can be a storage
system that runs active data for internal use.
The NetApp MetroCluster solution provides HA capabilities to the infrastructure so that the infrastructure can
tolerate a single component failure and continue to provide uninterrupted services. As discussed in Section
4: The Solution Design, a mirror copy of the production data is maintained in the remote site and is updated
synchronously. Redundancy is maintained with each of the components with which the setup has the ability
to offer uninterrupted services. In the event of a compete site failure, the service has to be forcibly taken
over by the surviving node.
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SERVER CONSOLIDATION APPROACH
There are various approaches to achieve server consolidation via virtualization, depending on the tools and
the hypervisor software in use. A P2V (physical to virtual) conversion is one of the popular approaches in the
industry that is being used to achieve consolidation. With appropriate planning, an existing IT infrastructure
functioning on physical servers can be virtualized with minimal disruption using the P2V process.
The solution described below provides details on the usage of Microsoft Hyper-V R2 and Microsoft System
Center Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) 2008 R2. VMM 2008 R2 provides centralized virtual Infrastructure
management running on Microsoft Hyper-V. This piece of software includes features such as rapid virtual
machine provisioning with the Virtual Machine Library server, converting physical servers to virtual machines
using the Convert Physical Machines wizard, and Live/Quick Migrate virtual machines around the cluster
nodes with the support of the Windows Failover Cluster.
Unlike other P2V conversion products, VMM 2008 R2 functions as an imaging solution as well. It captures
the blocks of the source disk and amends the operating system and the required drivers to suit the
virtualized environment. However, VMM 2008 R2 offers the advantage of performing conversions without
requiring downtime on the source physical server. This conversion process is referred to as “online
conversion.” The online conversion process performed via VMM 2008 R2 is integrated with Volume Shadow
Services (VSS) in Windows 2003 and Windows XP. Since Windows 2000 doesn’t support VSS, the
conversion process has to be performed offline, which requires downtime on the physical server. VMM 2008
R2 also supports V2V conversion, which means the virtual disks of the virtual machines running from a nonMicrosoft Hypervisor (such as VMware vmdk / vmx) can be converted to a Hyper-V disk file (vhd).
CHECKLIST TO VALIDATE BEFORE P2V CONVERSION
Prior to converting physical to virtual, you must validate the infrastructure as described below.
•

Assess the hardware configuration of the source system and determine that the repository of patches
and service packs contains all the required drivers and system files.

•

Use the system chkdsk tool and determine that the disks that are intended for migration don’t contain
any bad blocks.

•

Using Disk Defragmentation before starting migration might help to reduce the imaging phase itself.

•

Using a dynamic instead of a fixed virtual hard disk will help conserve disk space; however, fixed disk
files are recommended for virtual machines hosted for production requirements. Depending on your
infrastructure and performance needs, choose the disk type accordingly.

P2V PROCESS
As indicated in the block diagram below, the components involved in the P2V process are the source
physical server, which is intended to be migrated; the VMM server, which performs the migration; and the
VMM host, which runs the hypervisor to host the converted virtual machine.

Figure 12) P2V process.
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The sequence of operations performed by VMM 2008 R2 while doing P2V is described here:
•

The VMM installs an agent package onto the source physical server to gather the system configuration.
The agent is used just for this purpose and is uninstalled after the completion of the conversion process.

•

The VMM gathers the hardware, software, services, patch level, and volume type of the source server.
All these details will be exported to the VMM database in XML format. VMM validates the files required
for the migration and downloads any missing patches to the import directory.

•

In the case of an online conversion, the VSS image is captured for the connected NTFS volumes. The
blocks are streamed from the source host using a Background Intelligent Transfer Service (BITS) and
each of the volumes is converted to a single vhd file.

•

The VMM next prepares for the virtual machine creation.

•

The VMM creates the virtual machine and attaches the required hardware components such as disks,
network adapters, CD-ROM, and memory.

The above process is for an online conversion. The only difference in an offline conversion is that the agent
installation process also installs a Windows PE image and boots up with this image. Since the physical
server is offline, there is no need for the VSS snapshots.
A further section in this report describes various test scenarios and the results achieved with the NetApp
MetroCluster solution and various applications hosted on the Hyper-V server.

6.2

BUSINESS CONTINUITY

Business continuity (BC) is the ability to continue business-critical operations with minimum acceptable
downtime in the advent of natural or intentional disasters. Disaster recovery (DR) is the ability to recover
technology-based operations to meet the organization’s BC requirements. BC starts with a plan that
assesses all potential risks. A disaster recovery plan (DRP) is a process for implementing controls to
minimize the risk or to recover from the risk of a disaster that causes disruption to critical business
operations. Though high availability (HA) and disaster recovery are commonly interpreted as separate
concepts, they work together. For example, in a DRP, HA is typically one of the technologies deployed to
ensure business continuance.
THE DISASTER LIFE CYCLE
The disaster recovery life cycle can be described with six Rs: reduce, respond, recover, resume, restore,
and return. The following figure shows the six Rs in a disaster lifecycle.

Figure 13) Disaster life cycle block diagram.

The major objective of a business continuity plan (BCP) or a DRP is to mitigate the threats that can cause
potential disruption to business-critical operations and to plan contingency methods to keep the critical
operations running during a disaster. Below are some explanations of common BC and DR terms.
Business Continuity Plan: A business continuity plan is a validated, practiced, logistical plan for how an
organization will recover and restore partially or completely interrupted critical (urgent) functions within a
predetermined time after a disaster or an extended disruption. A business continuity plan includes a plan for
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non-IT-related aspects such as key personnel, facilities, crisis communication, and reputation protection,
and refers to the disaster recovery plan for IT-related infrastructure recovery/continuity.
Disaster Recovery Plan: A disaster recovery plan includes a plan for resuming the use of applications,
data, hardware, communications (such as networking), and other IT infrastructure following a disaster
Maximum Tolerable Period of Disruption (MTPOD): The MTPOD is the maximum amount of time that an
enterprise’s key products or services can be unavailable or undeliverable before its stakeholders see
unacceptable consequences.
BS25999 defines MTPOD as the “duration after which an organization’s viability will be irrevocably
threatened if product and service delivery cannot be resumed.” The following figure shows the description of
MTPOD.
Recovery Point Objective (RPO): RPO is the point in time to which you must recover data as defined by
your organization. This is generally a definition of what an organization determines is an "acceptable loss" in
a disaster situation.
Recovery Time Objective (RTO): The RTO is the duration of time and a service level within which a
business process must be restored after a disaster (or disruption) in order to avoid unacceptable
consequences associated with a break in business continuity.

Figure 14) MTPOD description.

IMPLEMENTING BUSINESS CONTINUITY
This section highlights the implementation and validation of a business continuity solution for Microsoft
applications running in a Microsoft Hyper-V environment with NetApp MetroCluster. This highly available
solution achieves automated recover and resumes disaster recovery operations by leveraging NetApp
MetroCluster features along with Hyper-V live migration.
Reduce
This phase of disaster recovery planning is part of implementing controls to mitigate threats and
vulnerabilities that can cause disruption (unavailability) of this solution.
NetApp MetroCluster (Fabric or Stretch) is a high-availability and disaster recovery solution that behaves in
most ways like controllers working in an active-active configuration. All of the protection provided by core
NetApp technologies (RAID-DP, Snapshot, and Automatic Controller Failover) exist in a MetroCluster
configuration. However, MetroCluster adds complete synchronous mirroring, enabling a multisite
deployment that can geographically span up to 100 KM distances and provide the ability to perform a
complete site failover with a single storage array command. MetroCluster can be deployed in a redundant
architecture with automatic recovery to provide approximately 99.9% operational availability at a given site
for component failures (please refer to Appendix D for more information on how to calculate operational
availability). However, site failovers configured with any clustered solution require administrator intervention
to prevent split-brain issues, which are common in a multisite configuration. The solution deployed and
discussed in this paper uses redundancy at every level, starting from applications to server hardware to
SAN, and has redundant components installed to enable automatic failover of component failures. The
following section discusses the behavior of various components in this solution design for various failure
scenarios.
Note: The solution discussed in this paper is a Fabric MetroCluster configuration.
Respond, Recover and Resume
This phase of solution validation measures the availability of the system and checks the automatic recovery
and response of the solution for a given failure.
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TESTING AND EXERCISING
Testing and exercising the disaster recovery plan is an essential phase of the DRP. This enables the
identifying of gaps, review of the recovery strategy, and the continuous improvement of the DRP. There are
different types of testing and exercising methodologies:
1.
2.

3.

Walkthrough: This typically involves physically examining the controls (HA techniques) in place,
but does not involve any simulations of a disaster.
Tabletop: Tabletop tests typically involve role playing and running through roles and
responsibilities and the activities to be performed in a disaster. Tabletop tests are quite common
because they do not require planning downtime for the operational environment.
Simulation: Simulation involves a complete mock-up of a disaster scenario and failover from a
primary site to a DR site. This test requires downtime and requires substantial planning and
coordination.

The following section provides a quick snapshot of tests for various component failures within a site as well
as complete site failover and failback tests.
Test Components
Various SnapDrive and SnapManager operations will be performed under various failure conditions outlined
later to validate the availability of the overall solution. Please refer to the following installation and
administrative guides for the test procedures for SnapDrive and SnapManager.
SnapManager for Windows
http://now.netapp.com/NOW/knowledge/docs/snapdrive/relsnap60/pdfs/admin.pdf
SnapManager for Exchange 2003/2007

http://now.netapp.com/NOW/knowledge/docs/SnapManager/relsme50/pdfs/admin.pdf
SnapManager for SQL Server

http://now.netapp.com/NOW/knowledge/docs/SnapManager/relsmsql50r1/pdfs/admin.pdf
SnapManager for SharePoint Server 2007

http://now.netapp.com/knowledge/docs/SnapManager/relsmsps20/pdfs/admin.pdf
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Test Matrix
The following matrix shows the operations/products that were tested to verify the availability of the system
during failure scenarios.

Disk Loop Fails

Switch Fails

Loss of ISL

Controller Failure

Controller Giveback

Host Crash

Host LAN Failure

SAN Connection Failure

Heartbeat Fails

SQL Host down

Site Loss

Site Recovery

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

SnapDrive Create, Disconnect, and Delete
LUN

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

SnapDrive Mount / Dismount Snapshot

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

=

Applicable

=

Not Applicable

Serial No.

Vulnerability

Single Shelf

Table 40) Test matrix.

SnapDrive operations during/after failover/failure

SnapDrive Create Snapshot

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

SnapDrive LUN Restore

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

SnapManager for Exchange/SQL/MOSS during/after failover/failure
SnapManager Backup W/O Verification

9

9

9

SnapManager Backup with Verification
9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Microsoft Exchange Server Operations

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Microsoft SQL Server Operations

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Microsoft Office SharePoint Server
Operations

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

SnapManager Restore Operation
Microsoft Application availability and operations

The following subsections describe the various test scenarios that were executed on the solution discussed
earlier in this document. The test scenarios include various component failures, including server hardware,
network, storage system, etc. Unless mentioned otherwise, prior to the execution of each test the
environment was reset to the normal running state. The normal running state had all the Hyper-V nodes
operational and the VMs and the application services active on both the sites. Additionally, appropriate
application load generators were configured to perform typical user transactions on all the application
services on both Site A and Site B during the test scenarios.
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COMPLETE LOSS OF POWER TO A DISK ENCLOSURE
No single point of failure should exist in the solution. Therefore, the loss of an entire disk shelf was tested.
This test was accomplished by simply turning off both power supplies of a DS14MK4 disk shelf on Site A
while a load was applied on the application data set within the Hyper-V VMs.

Figure 15) Complete loss of power to a disk enclosure.
Table 5) Complete loss of power to a disk enclosure.

Task

Power off the shelf for SITEA_Controller_B Pool0, observe the results, and then power it
back on.

Expected Results

Relevant disks go offline, plex is broken, but the Hyper-V VMs and service to clients
(availability and performance) are unaffected. When power is returned to the shelf, the
disks are detected and a resync of the plexes occurs without any manual action.

SnapDrive Results
SDW

SnapDrive operations were not affected.

SnapManager Results
SnapManager

SnapManager operations were not affected.

Hyper-V Results

No disruption was caused on Hyper-V.

Exchange Results

Microsoft Exchange Server operations were not affected.

SQL Results
MOSS Results

Microsoft SQL Server operations were not affected.
Microsoft SharePoint operations were not affected.
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LOSS OF ONE LINK TO ONE DISK LOOP
No single point of failure should exist in the solution. Therefore, the loss of one disk loop was tested. This
test was accomplished by removing a fiber cable from one of the disk shelves.

Figure 16) Loss of one link to one disk loop.
Table 6) Loss of one link to one disk loop.

Task

Remove fiber entering SITEA_Controller_A Pool0, ESH A, observe the results, and then
reconnect the fiber.

Expected Results

Controller messages that some disks are connected to only one switch are displayed, but
the Hyper-V VMs and service to clients (availability and performance) are unaffected. When
the fiber is reconnected, controller messages that disks are now connected to two switches
are displayed. SnapManager operations should not be affected.

SnapDrive Results
SDW

SnapDrive operations were not affected.

SnapManager Results
SnapManager

SnapManager operations were not affected.

Hyper-V Results

As expected, the controller messages show that disk drives from the primary site are
invalidated and the Hyper-V server and the associated virtual machines continue to function
without any interruption and the availability / performance is unaffected. After the link is
restored, the controller detects the disk loops, indicating that the fault reported on the disk
shelf storage previously attached to the channel is corrected. The Hyper-V servers and the
VMs continue to offer service to the clients.

Exchange Results

Microsoft Exchange server operations were not affected.

SQL Results

Microsoft SQL Server operations were not affected.
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MOSS Results

Microsoft SharePoint operations were not affected.

LOSS OF A FIBRE CHANNEL SWITCH
No single point of failure should exist in the solution. Therefore, the loss of a Fibre Channel switch was
tested. This test was accomplished by simply removing the power cord from the switch while a load was
applied.

Figure 17) Loss of a fibre channel switch.
Table 7) Loss of a fibre channel switch.

Task

Power off the Fibre Channel switch SITEA_FC_Switch_02, observe the results, and then
power it back on.

Expected Results

Controller messages that some disks are connected to only one switch and that one of the
cluster interconnects is down are displayed, but the Hyper-V VMs and service to clients
(availability and performance) are unaffected. When power is restored and the switch
completes its boot process, controller messages are displayed to indicate that the disks are
now connected to two switches and that the second cluster interconnect is again active.
SnapManager operations should not be affected.

SnapDrive Results
SDW

SnapDrive operations were not affected.

SnapManager Results
SnapManager

SnapManager operations were not affected.
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Hyper-V Results

As expected, the controller messages show that a link break is detected on the FC adapter
and the cluster interlink is down. The Hyper-V server and the VMs hosted on this are
uninterrupted and continue to offer services to the client.
After restoring power to the Fibre Channel switch, messages are logged indicating that the
FC adapters connected to the corresponding switch are now online. The Hyper-V servers
and the VMs are not affected by this action.

Exchange Results

Microsoft Exchange server operations were not affected.

SQL Results

Microsoft SQL Server operations were not affected.

MOSS Results

Microsoft SharePoint operations were not affected.

LOSS OF ONE ISL
No single point of failure should exist in the solution. Therefore, the loss of one of the interswitch links (ISLs)
was tested. This test was accomplished by simply removing the fiber connection between two of the Fibre
Channel switches while a load was applied.

Figure 18) Loss of one ISL.
Table 8) Loss of one ISL.

Task

Remove the fiber between SITEA_FC_Switch_02 and SITEA_FC_Switch_04.

Expected Results

Controller messages indicating that some disks are connected to only one switch and that
one of the cluster interconnects is down are displayed, but the Hyper-V VMs and service to
clients (availability and performance) are unaffected. When the ISL is reconnected,
controller messages are displayed indicating that the disks are now connected to two
switches and that the second cluster interconnect is again active. SnapManager operations
should not be affected.

SnapDrive Results
SDW

SnapDrive operations were not affected.
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SnapManager Results
SnapManager

SnapManager operations were not affected.

Hyper-V Results

As expected, controller messages that some disks were connected to only one switch and
that one of the cluster interconnects is down were displayed. Hyper-V VMs and service to
clients were unaffected.

Exchange Results

Microsoft Exchange server operations were not affected.

SQL Results
MOSS Results

Microsoft SQL Server operations were not affected.
Microsoft SharePoint operations were not affected.

FAILURE OF AN ACTIVE STORAGE CONTROLLER
No single point of failure should exist in the solution. Therefore, the loss of one of the storage controllers
itself was tested. This test was accomplished by simply turning off both power supplies of a controller.

Figure 19) Failure of an active storage controller.
Table 9) Failure of an active storage controller.

Task

Expected Results

Power off the running SITEA_Controller_A.
As a result of the change of processing from one controller to the other, host interruption
should be minimal if any, because the failover delay should be masked by the host disk
timeout. Failover of Windows Failover Cluster resources should not occur, and no errors
should be visible at the application level. SnapManager operations depend on SnapDrive
resilience to failure. SnapManager backup and restore operations may fail since the active
controller goes down; it may be necessary to retry the operations after normalcy.

SnapDrive Results
SDW

SnapDrive operations (backup and restore) failed in some case and succeed after
controller failover is completed.
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SnapManager Results
SnapManager
Hyper-V Results
Exchange Results
SQL Results
MOSS Results

SnapManager backup and restore operations failed, and succeed after controller failover is
completed.
No failover of WFC occurred and Hyper-V VMs and services were unaffected.
Microsoft Exchange server operations were not affected.
Microsoft SQL Server operations were not affected.
Microsoft SharePoint operations were not affected.

FAILBACK OF A FAILED STORAGE CONTROLLER
As a follow-up to the previous test, the previously failed controller must be failed back to return to the normal
operating state. This test was accomplished by issuing a command on the surviving controller to request that
processing be returned to the previously failed controller.

Figure 20) Failback of a failed storage controller.
Table 10) Failback of a failed storage controller.

Task

Power on SITEA_Controller_A. Issue a cf giveback command on SITEB_Controller_b
to cause the failback to occur.

Expected Results

As a result of the change of processing from one controller to the other, host interruption
should be minimal if any, because the failover delay should be masked by the host disk
timeout. Failover of WFC resources should not occur, and no errors should be displayed at
the application level. SnapManager operations depend on SnapDrive resilience to failure.
SnapManager backup and restore operations may fail; it may be necessary to retry the
operations.

SnapDrive Results
SDW 1 to 7

SnapDrive operations were not affected.

SnapManager Results
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SnapManager

SnapManager operations were not affected.

Hyper-V Results
Exchange Results
SQL Results
MOSS Results

No failover of WFC occurred and Hyper-V VMs and services were unaffected.
Microsoft Exchange server operations were not affected.
Microsoft SQL Server operations were not affected.
Microsoft SharePoint operations were not affected.

FAILURE OF AN ACTIVE WINDOWS FAILOVER CLUSTER NODE
To test the availability of the live migration solution, we intentionally caused a “stop” screen crash (aka
“blue screen”). The details of how to cause the “stop” screen can be found in Microsoft Knowledgebase
244139.

Figure 21) Failure of an active failover cluster node.
Table 11) Failure of an active failover cluster node.

Task

Perform the set-up steps in Knowledgebase 244139 to cause the “stop” screen to occur on
Active_Node_pri and initiate a “stop” system crash.

Expected Results

The host crashes, and the remaining cluster nodes realize what has happened and
transfer the resources to one or more surviving nodes. SnapManager backup and restore
operations fail. SnapManager has to reconnect to appropriate application servers to
perform operations. SnapManager operations after reconnecting to application servers
after failover succeed.

SnapDrive Results
SDW

SnapDrive operations fail on the failed node.

SnapManager Results
SnapManager

SnapManager operations fail due to the unavailability of the node. After reconnecting the
application manually SnapManager operations succeeded.
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Hyper-V Results

Exchange Results

The set-up steps were performed according to the KB article 244139 and the host was
forced to hit a ”blue screen.” The node status from the Failover Cluster Manager shows as
“Down,” following which the status of the VMs changes to “Pending.” Reviewing the event
logs of the cluster nodes that are alive indicates that the cluster service is attempting to fail
over the VM service to the available nodes and returns success after the VM has been
failed over. Status of the VM changes from “Pending” to “Online” after the VM has been
successfully failed over to the available cluster nodes.
After restoration of the failed node it can be observed that the VMs are failed back to the
original node. This option needs to be configured individually in the VM properties by
checking the “Failback” option.
No errors and Non Delivery Reports (NDR)’s were observed. Exchange operations
remained unaffected.

SQL Results

Microsoft SQL Server operations were unaffected.

MOSS Results

Microsoft SharePoint operations were unaffected.

LOSS OF LAN CONNECTION iN AN ACTIVE WFC NODE
To test the availability of the live migration solution, we removed the LAN (public) interface from a node that
has an active cluster resource.
Table 12) Loss of LAN connection in an active WFC node.

Task

Remove the network cable from the LAN interface of Active_Node_Sec.

Expected Results

The cluster realizes that the interface resource has gone offline and relocates the cluster
group on a surviving node. SnapManager backup and restore operations fail.
SnapManager has to reconnect to the appropriate server to perform operations.
SnapManager operations after connecting to application after failover succeed.

SnapDrive Results
SDW

SnapDrive operations failed due to loss of the LAN connection.

SnapManager Results
SnapManager

Hyper-V Results

SnapManager operations fail on the active node due to the LAN connection failure and
backup operation resumes successfully after the LAN connection is restored.
The node status from the Failover Cluster Manager shows as “Down,” following which the
status of the VMs changes to “Pending.” Reviewing the event logs of the cluster nodes,
which are alive, indicates that the cluster service is attempting to fail over the VM service
to the available nodes and returns success after the VM has been failed over. Status of
the VM changes from “Pending” to “Online” after the VM has been successfully failed over
to the available cluster nodes.

Exchange Results
SQL Results

After restore of the failed LAN connection it can be observed that the VMs are failed back
to the original node. This option needs to be configured individually in the VM properties
by checking the “Failback” option.
No errors and NDRs were observed. Exchange operations remained unaffected.
No errors were observed and SQL Server operations were unaffected.

MOSS Results

Microsoft SharePoint operations were unaffected.
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FAILURE OF HEARTBEAT CONNECTION IN AN ACTVE WFC NODE
To test the availability of the live migration solution we removed the link used for the cluster heartbeat
connection on a node with active groups.
Table 13) Failure of heartbeat connection in an active WFC node.

Task

Remove the heartbeat cable from the Active_Node_pri.

Expected Results

No failover occurs because there are multiple interfaces that can be used for heartbeat
traffic. SnapManager operations should not be affected.
Perform SnapManager server backup and restore to verify.

SnapDrive Results
SDW

SnapDrive operations were unaffected.

SnapManager Results
SnapManager
Hyper-V Results
Exchange Results
SQL Results
MOSS Results

SnapManager operations were unaffected.
Exchange server operations were unaffected.
Microsoft SQL Server operations were unaffected.
Microsoft SharePoint operations were unaffected.

FAILURE OF ALL WFC NODES ON SITE A
To test the availability of the live migration solution, we failed both Windows nodes on one site.

Figure 22) Failure of all WFC nodes on site A.
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Table 14) Steps to simulate the loss of site A.

Task

Remove power cables from the nodes at Site A, effectively disabling Hyper-V server
operation at that site.

Expected Results

The hosts crash, and the cluster nodes on the recovery site (Site B) realize what has
happened and transfer the resources to the surviving nodes. SnapManager backup and
restore operations fail. SnapManager has to reconnect to appropriate application servers to
perform operations. SnapManager operations after connecting to application servers after
failover succeed.

SnapDrive Results
SDW

SnapDrive operations were failed due to the unavailability of nodes.

SnapManager Results
SnapManager

Hyper-V Results

Exchange Results
SQL Results
MOSS Results

SnapManager operations failed and were succesful after reconnecting to the applications
after failover.
The status of the nodes at Site A shows as “Down” from the Failover Cluster Manager and
the status of the VMs running at the primary site (Site A) changes to “Pending.” Reviewing
the event logs of the cluster nodes, which are alive at the recovery site (Site B), indicates
that the cluster service is attempting to fail over the VM service to the available nodes.
Status of the VM changes from “Pending” to “Online” after the VM has been successfully
failed over to the available cluster nodes.
After restore of the failed nodes it can be observed that the VMs are failed back to the
original node. This option needs to be configured for all VMs individually in the VM
properties by checking the “Failback” option.
Microsoft Exchange operations were not affected.
Microsoft SQL Server operations were not affected.
Microsoft SharePoint operations were not affected.
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LOSS OF AN ENTIRE SITE: DECLARED DISASTER
To test the availability of the overall solution, we simulated the loss of an entire site.

Figure 23) Loss of an entire site.
Table 15) Steps to simulate the loss of an entire site.

Task

Simulate Failure

Test the failure of Site A by interrupting the following components in this order, in rapid
succession.
•
•
•

Remove power from both nodes of Site A.
Remove power from SITEA_Controller_A and disk shelves.
Remove both MetroCluster ISLs.

•

Declare a site disaster by performing a site takeover at the surviving site, Site B.
Issue the following command on FASController_SiteB_02:
FASController_SiteB_02>cf forcetakeover -d
Ensure that the cluster service is not running on any of the nodes.
Using FilerView® or the CLI, bring online all LUNs that were brought offline by
the cf forcetakeover –d command.
Use the partner command on Site B to access SITEA (now running on the same
controller as FASController_SiteA_01).
Start the cluster service on one of the nodes on Site B.
To speed further steps, take all resource groups offline and then set online only
the disk resources. Ensure that all disks are online.
Start the cluster service on the remaining node on SQL_NODE_02.
At this point split resource groups as you like and set all components online.

•
•
•
Recovery From
Disaster

•
•
•
•
•
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Expected Results

The cluster initially goes offline because disk quorum access is not possible. After the
SITEA_Controller_B takeover command is issued, the steps of connecting any disk
resources on the SITEA_Controller_A controller should be completed, allowing the cluster
resources to come online. Obviously there should be no loss of data or corruption.
SnapManager operations depend on SnapDrive. SnapDrive has to identify and enumerate
the LUNs. SnapManager backup and restore operations underway during the failover fail.
Observe application VMs behavior.

SnapDrive Results
SDW

SnapDrive operations fail because the cluster goes offline.

SnapManager Results
SnapManager
SnapManager operations fail because the VMs go offline on the failed site.

Hyper-V Results

As expected the cluster goes offline / is disconnected from the Failover Cluster Manager
because the quorum drive is inaccessible. The steps indicated below need to be followed
in a sequence to get the infrastructure back to normal.
Use the command below on Site B to force a control takeover from Site A:
cf forcetakeover –d
After the takeover completes successfully, check if the disks / LUNs are
accessible via SnapDrive from the Hyper-V nodes on Site B. Refresh the
SnapDrive interface and ensure that all the LUNs are identified and enumerated.
From the Failover Cluster Manager, use “Manage a Cluster” and connect to the
cluster.
With the successful connection to the cluster, check on the status of Cluster
Shared Volumes to see if all the disks are online.
Also check the status of all virtual machines from the “Services and Applications”
link.
After these steps, the infrastructure is back in operation after a complete disaster at Site A.

Exchange Results

Microsoft Exchange operations fail until resumed after the site failover. All application data
is intact.

SQL Results

Microsoft SQL Server operations fail until resumed after the site failover. All application
data is intact.

MOSS Results

Microsoft SharePoint operations fail until resumed after the site failover. All application
data is intact.

RESTORE AND RETURN
This phase of disaster recovery planning is to restore the complete operations and return to the normal
state, that is, to the original site. During this phase the failed site should become available or, if the original
site is not recoverable, a new site should be built and available for restore and return operations.
RESTORE OF AN ENTIRE SITE: RESTORE TO NORMAL
Table 16) Steps to restore an entire site.

•

First, reconnect the ISL between sites so that FASController_SITEB can see the
disk shelves from FASController_SiteA_01 and vice versa. After the connection
the aggregates will automatically start resyncing.The following steps should be
followed site A:

•

Individually power on each of the Windows nodes. Verify that the cluster services
start correctly and that the node has become part of the cluster; then power up
the next node, etc.
When all Windows nodes in the cluster are online properly, turn on
FASController_SiteA_01. Use the cf status command to verify that a giveback is
possible. and use cf giveback to failback. Once SITEA_Controller_A is online,
manually start the resync of volumes using:
vol mirror <good volname> -v <outdated volname> to ensure that the mirroring is
healthy.
Example: vol mirror Hyper_V_data -v Hyper_V_data(1)

Task
•

•
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Expected Results

The addition of the Site A Windows node to the cluster should be possible without affecting
the state of the other nodes in the cluster. On cluster giveback to the SITEA_Controller_A
controller, the results should be similar to a normal giveback (as tested previously). Finally,
the resync of volumes should be started successfully. This is a maintenance operation
involving some amount of downtime. After recovering from disaster, SnapManager needs
to connect to the appropriate servers on the local site to perform backup and restore
operations. SnapManager operations should succeed.

SnapDrive Results
SDW
SnapDrive operations were not affected.
SnapManager Results
SnapManager
SnapManager operations were not affected.
As expected, the restore of the entire site doesn’t really affect the VM activity. The VMs
continue to offer uninterrupted services and remain online. This can be confirmed from the
Hyper-V Results
Failover Cluster Manager. Depending on the settings in the VM properties, it can be failed
back to the Hyper-V server nodes at Site A.
Exchange Results
Microsoft Exchange operations remain unaffected.
SQL Results
Microsoft SQL Server operations remain unaffected.
MOSS Results
Microsoft SharePoint operations remain unaffected.

SECTION SUMMARY
Table 17) Section summary.

#

Failure Scenarios

Application Data Availability Impact

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

None
None
None
None
None
None
None

10

Complete loss of power to disk shelf
Loss of one link in one disk loop
Loss of a Fibre Channel switch
Loss of one ISL
Failure of a storage controller
Failback of a storage controller
Loss of an active Windows cluster node
Loss of a LAN connection on an active Windows
cluster node
Loss of a heartbeat connection on a Windows cluster
node
Loss of all Windows cluster nodes on a site

11

Loss of an entire site

8
9

None
None
None
Applications or data on the VMs running in the
failed site will be available after executing the
force takeover command from the
surviving site and manually powering on the
disk shelf.

A Microsoft Hyper-V live migration on a Windows failover cluster and a NetApp Fabric MetroCluster
configuration enable an end-to-end high-availability solution for Microsoft applications running on the
Microsoft Hyper-V infrastructure. They deliver high levels of availability, minimizing both planned and
unplanned downtime. Planned maintenance and failover of applications and storage on Hyper-V and
MetroCluster can be performed without disrupting the environment.

6.3

VIRTUAL MACHINE PROVISIONING

Virtual machine provisioning is a time-consuming task and an inseparable part of any IT infrastructure.
Developers/Users frequently require access to systems running complex applications such as directory
services, mail services, databases, Web services, or just desktops with Office automation applications.
The major responsibilities of this activity are:
•

Build golden copies of the virtual machine images patched with the latest available hot fixes and service
packs.

•

Install all required applications with their most recent updates.

•

Roll out these images to the requested users.
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•

Maintain and monitor usage of these provisioned virtual machine images.

•

Discard the virtual machines after the completion of the intended tasks.

From the sequence of tasks listed above, patch management of virtual machine images and the applications
is critical. Provisioning these virtual machines for end users becomes a repetitive task of making copies of
VM disk files and connecting to the new VMs created from Microsoft Hyper-V Manager.
STEPS INVOLVED IN RAPID VIRTUAL MACHINE PROVISIONING
NetApp storage system features become quite handy during the provisioning process to achieve higher
storage efficiency with minimal impact on the performance. Below are the steps to follow for virtual machine
provisioning.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Prepare the golden copy of the VM image updated with all required service packs and hot fixes. Install
all the intended applications and the patches for the same.
Identify the volume, drive, and name of the VHD that will be used to provision the desired number of
VMs.
Create a Snapshot copy of the drive on which the VHD resides using the SnapDrive utility.
Connect to the LUN under the Snapshot copy on which the VHD resides using SnapDrive.
Create a blank VM and attach the VHD available by connecting to the new LUN from the previous
step.
Repeat Steps 4 through 5 to create the desired number of virtual machines.

The process of initiating a new connection to the LUN under the Snapshot copy would result in creation of a
new cloned flexible volume. Because these volumes are clones of the parent volume, the effective storage
utilization of the infrastructure with the provisioned VMs is the amount of data that each of the VMs creates.
To ease out of the process of virtual machine provisioning, the steps above were scripted using Windows
PowerShell and have been published under Section 8: Appendix A. The script needs to be edited to set
the values of the variables before being used.
With the capability to use cloned flexible volumes to serve active data, the storage system helps to achieve
effective space utilization. Further, NetApp solutions such as SnapManager, SnapMirror, and MetroCluster
can be used to achieve data protection and replication to remote sites that can be used when disaster
recovery and high availability are needed.
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7

STORAGE EFFICIENCY

Effective and efficient utilization of resources is key to efficient data centers. NetApp provides multiple
technologies and features to enable customers to achieve effective and efficient storage utilization. The
following NetApp storage efficiency technologies/features were used in this solution architecture:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Thin provisioning
Deduplication
®
FlexVol
FlexClone

All of these were enabled on all the datastores on the primary storage.
Thin provisioning allows the user to provision a greater amount of storage than is physically available on the
system. The application using the storage sees the provisioned space as it expects to, not the actual
available physical storage, which is less.
Deduplication removes redundant blocks of data within a FlexVol volume. Deduplication provides different
amounts of storage savings depending on the type of data. In file services workloads, deduplication typically
provides approximately 30% space savings. In virtual desktop infrastructures, it is not uncommon to see
savings of up to 90%.
Deduplication was enabled on the datastores hosting the VM OS and application binaries. The deduplication
schedule was set to run once every night.
Figure 24 shows the NetApp System Manager that was used to manage the storage, showcasing 74.8%
savings for a datastore hosting OS and application binaries for 17 VMs hosting 2 Windows Active
Directories, 8 Exchange VMs, 5 SharePoint VMs, and 2 SQL VMs.

Figure 24) NetApp System Manager showing multiple levels of storage efficiency.
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The storage savings for application-specific data drives, such as SharePoint and SQL database, vary from
application to application and environment to environment. For savings specific to each application, refer to
NetApp TR-3505.

8

SUMMARY

IT organizations today face major challenges in achieving maximum utilization, efficiency, and availability
with ever-growing demands. Microsoft Hyper-V and NetApp MetroCluster address this demand by delivering
a simple, low-cost, highly available, and efficient solution, which can be scaled as required, and increase the
availability of the business critical systems and applications.
NetApp’s advanced unified storage solutions and high-availability and data-protection solution enable
customer to make their datacenter/enterprise application more robust, scalable, efficient and highly
available.
This paper is not intended to be a definitive implementation or solutions guide for high-availability solutions
in a Microsoft Hyper-V virtual infrastructure with NetApp storage. Many factors related to specific customer
environments are not addressed in this document. Contact NetApp support to speak with one of our
virtualization solutions experts regarding a particular deployment requirement.
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APPENDIX A: RAPID VM PROVISIONING SCRIPT
# Description - Script for provisioning multiple virtual machines on a Hyper-V
server
# Purpose - To rapidly provision the desired number of virtual machines on a
Hyper-V server
# Tools - PowerShell, SnapDrive CLI, WMI
# # This sample code is provided AS IS, with no support or warranties of any
# # kind, including but not limited to warranties of merchantability
# # or fitness of any kind, expressed or implied.
# Created: February 2009: Ravi B, TME, VEABU
$filer = "10.73.69.182"
$iqn = "iqn.1991-05.com.microsoft:hypervserver1"
$GoldenDrive = "E"
$GoldenVolume = "GoldenVol"
$BaseVHD = "DemoVM01.vhd"
function Create_VM ( $VM_Service, $VMName )
{
$wmiClassString = "\\" + "LocalHost" +
"\root\virtualization:Msvm_VirtualSystemGlobalSettingData"
$wmiClass = [WMIClass]$wmiClassString
$newVSGlobalSettingData = $wmiClass.CreateInstance()
while ($newVSGlobalSettingData.psbase.Properties -eq $null) {}
# Set the VM name
$newVSGlobalSettingData.psbase.Properties.Item("ElementName").value =
$VMName
$status =
$VM_Service.DefineVirtualSystem($newVSGlobalSettingData.psbase.GetText(1))
if ($status.ReturnValue -eq 0)
{
$NewVM_PATH = $status.DefinedSystem
return $NewVM_PATH
}
}
function Attach_VHD ( $VM_Service,

$NewVM_PATH, $VHD )

{
$ListOfControllers = get-wmiobject -namespace root\virtualization
Msvm_ResourceAllocationSettingData | where-object {$_.ResourceSubType -like
"*Emulated*IDE*"}
foreach ($Controller in $ListOfControllers)
{
if ($Controller.Address -eq 0)
{
$IDEController0 = $Controller
}
}
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$DiskDefault = get-wmiobject -namespace root\virtualization
Msvm_ResourceAllocationSettingData | where-object {($_.ResourceSubType -like
"Microsoft Synthetic Disk Drive") –and ($_.InstanceID -like '*Default*')}
$DiskDrive = $DiskDefault.psbase.Clone()
$DiskDrive.Parent = $IDEController0.__PATH
$DiskDrive.Address = 0
$Status = $VM_Service.AddVirtualSystemResources($NewVM_PATH,
$DiskDrive.psbase.GetText(1))
if ($Status.ReturnValue –eq 0)
{
$NewDiskDrive_PATH = $Status.NewResources
}
$VHDDefault = get-wmiobject -namespace root\virtualization
Msvm_ResourceAllocationSettingData | where-object {($_.ResourceSubType -like
"Microsoft Virtual Hard Disk") –and ($_.InstanceID -like '*Default*' )}
$NewDiskDrive = [WMI]"$NewDiskDrive_PATH"
$VHDisk = $VHDDefault.psbase.Clone()
$VHDisk.Parent = $NewDiskDrive.__PATH
$VHFile = $VHD
$VHDisk.Connection = $VHFile
$VM_Service.AddVirtualSystemResources($NewVM_PATH,
$VHDisk.psbase.GetText(1))
}
############## Create the Snapshot for the GoldenDrive #########################
$SnapshotName = read-host "Enter a name for the Snapshot"
sdcli snap create -s $SnapshotName -D $GoldenDrive -x
write-host
Write-host "Disk Snapshot Created Successfully"
write-host
$count = read-host " Enter the number of Virtual Machines to be created"
$fqdn = hostname
$LUNPath = $filer + ":" + "/vol/" + $GoldenVolume +"/.snapshot/" + $SnapshotName
+ "/GoldVMImg1"
############# Create Volume Mount Points for the LUNs #######################
$MountDir = "c:\DiskMountDir\"
if (Test-Path $MountDir){
write-host "Directory Exists"
}
else{
New-Item c:\DiskMountDir\ -type directory
}
###############################################################################
for($i=1; $i -le $count; $i++)
{
$VolMountPt = $MountDir + "$i"
New-Item $VolMountPt -type directory
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sdcli disk connect -p $LUNPath -d $VolMountPt -I $fqdn $iqn -dtype
dedicated
if (test-Path $volMountPt\$BaseVHD){
$NewVMName = "DemoVM_"+$i+".vhd"
rename-item $VolMountPt\$BaseVHD $NewVMName
}else{
write-host "VM VHD doesn't exist"
}
$VHD = $VolMountPt + "\" + $NewVMName
$VMName = $NewVMName.trimend('.vhd')
$VM_Service = Get-WmiObject –namespace root\virtualization
Msvm_VirtualSystemManagementService
$NewVM_PATH = Create_VM $VM_Service $VMName
start-sleep -seconds 2
Attach_VHD $VM_Service $NewVM_PATH $VHD
$VM = Get-WmiObject -Namespace root\virtualization -Query "Select * From
Msvm_ComputerSystem where ElementName = '$VMName' "
$VM.RequestStateChange(2)
}
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APPENDIX B: BROCADE SWITCH CONFIGURATION
The back-end FC switches in a MetroCluster environment must be set up in a specific manner for the
solution to function properly. In the sections below, the switch and port connections are detailed and should
be implemented exactly as documented.
Table 18) Brocade switch configuration.

SITE A – Switch 01
Port
Bank/Pool
0
1/0
1
1/0
5
1/1
9
2/0
12
2/1
13
2/1
SITE A – Switch 02
Port
Bank/Pool
0
1/0
1
1/0
5
1/1
7
1/1
9
2/0
13
2/1
SITE B – Switch 03
Port
Bank/Pool
0
1/0
3
1/0
5
1/1
8
2/0
9
2/0
12
2/1
Port
0
4
8
9
12
13

Bank/Pool
1/0
1/1
2/0
2/0
2/1
2/1

Connected To
SITEA_3070_01, 5a
SITEA_3070_01, 8a
REMOTE NODE, Pool1 Shelf 3B
REMOTE NODE, Pool0, Shelf 1B
SITEA_3070_01, FCVI, 6a
SITEB_SW_03, Port 5
Connected To
SITEA_3070_01, 5a
SITEA_3070_01, 8a
REMOTE NODE, Pool1 Shelf 3A
SITEA_3070_01FCVI, 6b
SITEA_3070_01, Pool0, Shelf 1A
SITEB_SW_04, Port4
Connected To
SITEB_3070_01, Pool1 Shelf 3B
SITEA_3070_01, FCVI, 6a
SITEA_SW_01, Port 13
SITEB_3070_02, 5a
SITEB_3070_02, 8a
SITEB_3070_02, Pool 0, Shelf 1B
SITE B – Switch 04
Connected with
SITEA_3070_01, Pool 1, Shelf 3A
SITEA_SW_02, Port 13
SITEB_3070_02, 5b
SITEB_3070_02, 8b
SITEB_3070_02, Pool 0, Shelf 1A
SITEB_3070_02 FCVI, 6b

Purpose
SITEA_3070_01 FC HBA
SITEA_3070_01 FC HBA

Cluster Interconnect
ISL
Purpose
DISK HBA for BANK 2 Shelves
DISK HBA for BANK 2 Shelves
Cluster Interconnect
ISL
Purpose
Cluster Interconnect
ISL
Disk HBA Bank 2 Shelves
Disk HBA Bank 2 Shelves

Purpose
ISL
Disk HBA Bank 2 Shelves
Disk HBA Bank 2 Shelves
Cluster Interconnect
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APPENDIX C: CALCULATING OPERATIONAL AVAILABILITY
Operational availability is a measure of the "real" average availability over a period of time and
includes all experienced sources of downtime, such as administrative downtime, logistic
downtime, and so on. The operational availability is the availability that the customer actually
experiences. It is essentially the a posteriori availability based on actual events that happened to
the system. In many cases, operational availability cannot be controlled by the manufacturer due
to variations in location, resources, and other factors that are the sole province of the end user of
the product.
Operational availability is the ratio of the system uptime to total time. Mathematically, it is given
by:

where the operating cycle is the overall time period of operation being investigated and uptime is
the total time the system was functioning during the operating cycle. (Note: The operational
availability is a function of time, t, or operating cycle.)
The concept of operational availability is closely related to the concept of operational readiness;
this means that the assigned numbers of operating and maintenance personnel, the supply chain
for spare parts, and training are adequate.
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APPENDIX D: MATERIALS USED IN THE LAB SETUP
Table 19) Materials used.

Hardware

Vendor

Name

Version

Description

Storage

NetApp

N/A

Storage Controller

Hosts

IBM

FAS3070A
Four Clustered
Hyper-V Live
Migration (two
nodes) on each site
4 X IBM 3650
eServer XSeries 2
(2.8 Ghz/16GB RAM)

N/A

Hosts Server

Back-End SAN
(MetroCluster)

Brocade

200E (4)

5.1.0

16-Port FC Switch

Software

Vendor

Name

Version

Description

NetApp
NetApp
NetApp

SyncMirror
Data ONTAP
Cluster_Remote

7.3.1
7.3.1
7.3.1

SnapDrive

6.1

Replication
Operating system
failover
Storage provisioning and
management

NetApp
NetApp
NetApp
Storage
NetApp

Hosts

Enterprise Application

SnapManager for
Exchange
SnapManager for
SQL
SnapManager for
MOSS

NetApp

FlexClone

NetApp

FAS dedupe

Microsoft

Windows Server
Windows Server
2008 R2 RTM

Microsoft

5.0

Exchange Server backup

5.0

SQL Server backup

2.0

MOSS backup

Data
ONTAP
7.3.1
Data
ONTAP
7.3.1
2008 (R2)

Operating system

Hyper-V

Hypervisor

Microsoft

Exchange Server

2007

Messaging and
collaboration

Microsoft

SQL Server

2008

Database

Microsoft

MOSS

2007

SharePoint portal

Microsoft

System Center

5.0

Virtual server management
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APPENDIX E: REFERENCES
MetroCluster Design and Implementation Guide:
http://media.netapp.com/documents/tr-3548.pdf
Active-Active Configuration Best Practices:
http://media.netapp.com/documents/tr-3450.pdf
Brocade 200E Switch Configuration Guide:
http://now.netapp.com/NOW/knowledge/docs/olio/guides/brocade/Brocade_200E_5000_swconfig.pdf
NetApp and Microsoft Virtualization Storage Best Practices:
http://www.netapp.com/us/library/technical-reports/tr-3702.html
Microsoft Hyper-V on NetApp Deployment Guide:
http://www.netapp.com/us/library/technical-reports/tr-3733.html
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